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ABSTRAK
Forgetting or disremembering is the apparent loss or modification of information that already encoded and
stored in an individual long-term memory. It is a spontaneous or gradual process in which old memories are
unable to be recalled from memory storage. Forgetting also helps to reconcile the storage of new information
with old knowledge. People usually can remember something because the Brain absorbs information
received and send it to the part where memories are stored. Reminder is a thing that being able to help
everyone to remember something and take note of important things so as not to be forgotten. Through the
reminder can facilitate users in considering a wide range of important information. Reminder is likely time
management application that is developed in purpose to alert the users of their important event that they
already input it to the application. PERPUSDA is governor institution that engaged in the library. PERPUSDA
now had over a hundred thousand more book titles that were collected. PERPUSDA has some room to store
his collections and also has hundreds of bookshelves to put those books. To be able to find books with such
a large number of collections, it need search tools.
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